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TECHNICAL INFORMATION SHEET
Site practice & troubleshooting

CRACKS IN BRICK FACE (firecracking)
What is firecracking
Dependant on clay and the manufacturing process, the finished appearance of clay brick products will vary
greatly. Some bricks may contain cracks of varying degree (sometimes referred to as fire-cracks) as an inherent
feature created during the manufacturing process. They may take the form of fine crazing on the brick surface,
or larger cracks found on the body or face of the product.
Cause & effect.
Surface tensions during the manufacturing process caused by
temperature fluctuations create fine cracks or crazing and are an
inherent feature of many products.
Although they can extend into the brick body the product remains
durable as it has undergone the firing process during their
presence.
Fire-cracks are usually visible on the product as delivered,
however, they can be masked by the texture and surface sands
used in the manufacturing process becoming visible after bricks
are laid as a result of natural weathering of exposed brickwork.
Generally on ‘stock’ bricks the best side can be selected as
the fair face.

Fire-cracks in clay brick. Cracks do not extend into the
mortar joint suggesting their presence when built in.

The appearance of brickwork will vary significantly with the type of clay brick chosen.
The appearance of brickwork is not covered in BS EN 771-1 since it is not performance related. However, BSI
have published PAS 70, A Publicly Available Specification which is intended to cover aspects of aesthetics.
The PAS includes the recommendations that all brickwork should be viewed from approximately 3 metres
away, and deliveries of bricks should be compared to a reference panel agreed by all parties at the start of
work, thought to be representative of current production and quality. The ‘aesthetic characteristics’ should
be assessed upon delivery.
NHBC guidelines suggest 10m as a viewing distance, cracks should not be ‘significant’ and brickwork viewed
as a whole and not on an individual basis.
During construction, bricks with questionable ‘defects’ should be put aside by the builder for inspection by
the manufacturer or, often with Stock bricks, the most desirable face can be selected by the bricklayer to
be the stretcher or header on show
However, the presence of such cracks is not detrimental to the brickwork performance. They will not
increase in size or affect the durability of the brickwork.
If there is doubt as to whether cracking in brickwork is due to surface fire-cracks or structural movement
always consult the manufacturer or a structural engineer.
For further information or advice regarding this topic please contact Ibstock’s Design & Technical Helpline on
0844 800 4576 or email technical@ibstock.co.uk
Although the instructions contained in this publication and any other information published by Ibstock Brick Ltd are believed to be
accurate at the date of publication, they are strictly for guidance only and Ibstock Brick Ltd accepts no liability in relation to their use or
for any losses, howsoever caused. You are responsible for taking all reasonable steps to ensure your use of the product conforms to all
applicable health and safety requirements from time to time. If in doubt, please consult appropriately qualified persons. All products
sold by Ibstock are sold subject to Ibstock’s Terms and Conditions of Sale, a copy of which is available on request.
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